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It sports a modern space gray aluminum finish and comes with a detachable USB-C male to USB-C female cable. The MFi-
certified Magnetic .... Satechi today introduced a new Apple Watch charger with a detachable USB-C cable, which makes it
quite versatile. The charger is equipped .... And we've also got a 20% off launch. ... on the go but Satechi also includes a short
detachable USB-C extension cable that allows you to use it in more ways. ... Satechi says this is the “first Apple Watch charger
with a detachable USB-C cable.. Satechi has launched a new Apple Watch charger with a removable USB-C cable, one that
allows for unprecedented portability for powering .... Satechi today introduced a new Apple Watch charger with a detachable
USB-C cable, making it quite versatile. The charger is equipped with a.. Buy Satechi USB-C Magnetic Charging Dock [MFi-
Certified] Portable Watch Charger - Compatible with Apple Watch Series 5/4/3/2/1 (Cable Not Included): .... Satechi has
launched a new Apple Watch charger with a removable USB-C cable, one that allows for unprecedented portability for
powering Apple's wrist-worn .... The first-ever Apple Watch Charger with a detachable USB-C cable now ... Satechi's new
charger has a detachable male-to-female USB-C cable ... price is reduced by 20% to $36 as part of the company's launch
promotion.. Satechi launches an Apple Watch wireless charger with detachable USB-C cable. Satechi has just introduced a
brand new, portable way to charge your Apple .... Satechi today introduced a new Apple Watch charger with a removable USB-
C cable, making it quite versatile. The charger has a USB-C .... The USB-C Magnetic Charging Dock features a detachable USB-
C cable, making it easy to carry and perfect for travel. Simply plug the dock into .... Accessory maker Satechi has just
announced a new magnetic Apple Watch charger, and it comes with a detachable USB-C cable to make it .... Satechi Launches
Apple Watch Charger With Detachable USB-C Cable ... The charger is equipped with a USB-C connector that can be plugged
directly into .... And we also have a 20% discount on the launch agreement … Satechi ... Satechi says this is the "first Apple
Watch charger with detachable USB-C cable". ... MFi certified; USB-C port with extension cable included; Room gray ....
Satechi has released a new USB-C Apple Watch charger that features a ... direct connect Apple Watch charger that works with
USB-C [Launch deal] ... while also providing flexibility with a detachable USB-C extension cable.. Satechi USB-C Magnetic
Charging Dock for Apple Watch REVIEW ... In addition to the dock, Satechi also offers a USB-C extension cable that is ...
Satechi Launches the First Apple Watch Charger with Detachable USB-C .... Keep your Apple Watch powered wherever you go
with the Satechi USB-C Magnetic Charging Dock. Designed to fit all Apple Watch sizes, the Magnetic .... But the package also
includes a detachable USB-C male to USB-C female cable, letting you get some distance between the wireless charger and .... ...
to @MacRumors. More. Copy link to Tweet; Embed Tweet. Satechi Launches Apple Watch Charger With Detachable USB-C
Cable .... Satechi has launched what it says is the first MFi-Certified USB-C Magnetic Charging Dock for Apple Watch with
detachable Type-C cable. 640313382f 
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